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NATAM 

By 

Raymond White 

 

 I am one eighth Choctaw. Not as much Indian blood as I would like, but I’m glad for 

what I have. My paternal great-grandfather, Chief Coming-On-the-Wind (anglicized to 

Windborn), lived in Indian Territory, Oklahoma.  

 I mention all that introductory stuff to legitimize what I want to say now, which is: I hate 

the word “Indian.” Not because I have some left wing, politically correct agenda but simply 

because the word is a nuisance ambiguity in the English language.  Introduce a friend as an 

“Indian” and you will almost certainly be greeted with the reasonable question, “Oh? Which 

kind? American or Asian?” That’s what’s disturbing about the word, we never know which kind.  

 Before Columbus found us, there was only one kind of Indian: people from India. But 

Columbus got lost and thought we (American Indians) were them (India Indians), so we now 

have two kinds of Indians. So not only does the word insult us, but it also deprives them (real 

Indians) of being rightly identified by their own distinctive name: Indian. Now two peoples are 

inconvenienced by Columbus’s awkward contribution to the English language. And he wasn’t 

even English, so who gave him the right to diddle with our language? 

 So, what’s to be done?  

 Well, we often use the verbose substitute “Native American.” But that label has six 

syllables. That’s four syllables  too long, sounds contrived, is unpronounceable in fast 

conversation, and therefore causes us to drift back to that nuisance word “Indian” (ugh!) to 

placate the English tongue.  

 I had thought of using an Indian word for “the people.” In Apache and Navajo, that word 

is “Da-nay” but I have no idea if a similar word exists in the hundreds of other Native American 

languages.  And even if there was a nearly common word, and if it was anglicize-able, it would 

simply never catch on. Americans just wouldn’t be interested. 

 I have a suggestion.  

 Let’s take the ugh-ly six syllable label, Native American, and shorten it to two syllables, 

Nat-Am, or just natam. Now that makes sense. He’s a natam, she’s a natam, I’m a natam. and 

proud to be. That word fits right into the English language, it’s short, very pronounceable, and 

trips off the English tongue  And finally the Indians (the Indians, the people of India) can  have 

their name back which we natams have unwittingly held hostage for far too long. 

 Now let’s expand the idea. I also don’t like the label “African American,” seven 

syllables, another ugh! We once had short labels for African Americans but they were mostly 

disparaging and were rightly been vanquished from the English vocabulary. We still use the 

word “black” given to us by a militant group in the 1970s. Which is a good word (black has 

parity with white) except that is isn’t quite accurate. People of African descent are not the only 

people on this planet with a black skin as the indigenous people of Australia will happily point 

out. So identifying a person as black is not quite precise when we really mean African American. 

 So, how about a short for African American? Afr-Am? Or Afram. Just like “natam,” 

“afram”  is easy to pronounce and is accurate. 

 And of course that creates other possibilities, like: euram, anglam, asiam, and more. The 

point being that the suffix “am” means American, which we all are. The difference between an 

Afram and an African is that one is American, the other is not.  
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 All of this invites the question, why do we even need to label people? Because we do! 

That’s the simple answer. There are dozens of reasons (medical, police, etc.), perhaps hundreds 

of reasons why we have to describe people: tall/short; male/female; rich/poor; smart/stupid; 

pretty/ugly; and of course this race or that race. We just have to do it, that’s all. So, let’s use the 

most elegant, most dignified, most economic words we can find. I have just recommended such 

words. 

 Can such words catch on? I mean in dictionary English? Not a chance. But in email 

slang, perhaps. The terse verbiage on Facebook  is far more economic that even I am 

recommending. And if my new words catch on in fringe-English, then they just might find their 

way to the dictionary. I should live so long.  

   

 


